PLENARIES
Seoul National University Cultural Center (Munhwagwan Building 73)
April 27, 2016

8:30-9:30 Registration  (open to public)

9:30-10:30 WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS
Prosenjit Duara, Duke University
Seteney Shami, Social Science Research Council
Keohyun Hong, Seoul National University

11:00-12:30 NATIONAL HISTORIES AND THE COLD WAR: A TRANSPACIFIC CRITIQUE
Chair: Tae-Gyun Park, Seoul National University
Keynote Speaker: Lisa Yoneyama, University of Toronto
Panelists: Juliette Chung, National Tsing Hua University
Myoung-Kyu Park, Seoul National University

14:00-15:30 REVIEWING INTERASIA WORK: REFLECTIONS OF PAST WORKSHOP DIRECTORS
Chair: Helen Siu, Yale University

Multiple Flexibilities: Nation-States, Global Business, and Precarious Labor (IAI: Dubai)
Kevin Hewison, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Arne Kalleberg, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Sites of Inter-Asian Interaction (IAI: Dubai)
Tim Harper, Cambridge University

Old Histories, New Geographies: Contrapuntal Mobilities of Trade and State across Asia (IAI: Singapore)
Engseng Ho, Duke University

12:30-13:45 Lunch  (Seoul National University Asia Center, Samik Hall 2F)
Pre-registration: http://snuac.snu.ac.kr/iac5

* 영·한 동시통역으로 진행됩니다.